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ABSTRACT  

In this paper, an overall investigation of different instances of Thermal Modeling of Hybrid 
PV/T air authority module are considered. The cases are Case A (Glass-Tedler having dust 
underneath Tedler), Case B (Glass-glass having channel of glass above PV module), Case C 
(Glass-Tedlar having pipe of glass above PV module), Case d (Glass-Glass having conduit of 
glass above PV module) is finished. The various variables like hourly variety of productivity, 
warm yield, day by day normal electrical proficiency, electrical yield, exergy addition is 
assessed and near investigation was finished with the various cases. The Economical case 
was dictated by the correlation between the investigations of carbon credits in all the four 
cases. 

Keywords: Hybrid Photovoltaic/thermal air collector, exergy gain, solar radiation, electrical 
output 

INTRODUCTION 

So as to take care of the issue of the earth truly, sustainable power source is considered as a 
perfect vitality source. Sun oriented vitality is significant wellsprings of sustainable power 
source. For the most part, the sun oriented vitality source can be ordered into two classes: 
warm vitality source which change sun powered vitality into warm vitality and photovoltaic 
cells that convert daylight got from sun into electrical vitality. On the off chance that the mix 
of traditional electrical vitality in the blend of both warm gathering gadget and photovoltaic 
cells can be utilized in one unit called Hybrid Collector or photovoltaic warm gatherer 
(PV/T). Electric vitality age is the key importance in PV/T framework applications, in this 
way, it is basic to work the Photovoltaic module at exceptionally less temperature, and the 
air/water of the warm vitality associated with the Photovoltaic module can be either. There 
are numerous hypothetical and trial considers accessible in the writing of the Hybrid 
Photovoltaic Thermal System.Coventry[1][2] has experimented the performance of the 
focused PVT collector and concluded that the overall thermal and electrical effectiveness of 
concentrating PV / T system is 58.001 and 11.2%, respectively. It gives the system's total 
efficiency as 69%. ZONDOG et al.[3]has developed a model of the hybrid Photovoltaic 
&Thermal air collector and has piloted such systems for different sizes Chou et al.[4] found 
that condensation forced under high cooling flow velocity is better than cold natural flow 
design. 
However, the supplementary fan diminishes the remaining electrical advantage of the power 
consumption system. Tiwari et al.[5][6] has authenticated the theoretical & experimental 
outcomes for the integrated PV module with the Indian Air for the mixed climate and 
concluded that due to the use of thermal energy from Photovoltaic module, the overall 
thermal proficiency of PVT system Increased (18%).Tiwari & SODHA[7][8]presented 
several results about the outcomes of design & operational factors on the efficiency of air 
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type Photovoltaic &Thermal systems. TONUI[9]used free air convection cooling to eliminate 
the heat from behind PV module and maintain electrical performance at an satisfactory level. 
Free air/wind convection cooling is a modest &little cost technique, but a forced flow plan 
delivers a necessary cooling ratio at all the times.Kanchan Vats & Tiwari[10] integrated the 
semiconductor transparent photovoltaic thermal (BISPVT) to produce analytical expression 
for the air temperature of the room & integrated with each room's roof and integrated thermal 
photovoltaic thermal (BIOPVT) system without air duct build out. Comparative studies have 
shown that the growth ofmass flow ratio of air is (0.85-10 kg / s) through the channel 
increases the temperature of the room from 9.40 to 15.20 fromC for SPVT roofing for a 
specifiedenvironmental condition& design parameters.BAMBOOKE and Sproul[11], 
[12]portrayed the effect of the original parameter values on the thermal performance of the 
PV / T collector. Their experimental Photovoltaic &Thermal air modulevalidated the growing 
thermal & electrical Photovoltaic capability with growing air mass flow rates, in which 
thermal efficiency was between 28-55% and electric PV capacities between 10.60% & 
12.20% in the afternoon. 

DIFFERENT CASE STUDY  

Different cases are studied for this experiment, in this paper 4 types of solar plates are taken 
in account for analysis under different weather conditions. The weather conditions are Type 
A & Type B & Type C & TYPE D. 
 Type A: Photovoltaic module with glass-tedlar with duct below the module. In this paper, 

sunlight is absorbed by the cells of the photovoltaic module and the EVA, and then the 
energy is transmitted to the base of the tedlar for heating the air flowing under the tedlar. 

 Type B: solar cell module with the glass-glass and the duct is present underneath the 
module. In this case, sunlight/solar energy is engrossed by the cells of the PV module and 
the black surface of the insulating/shielding base & the air flowing below is heated by the 
convicting heating from black external surface as well as heat energy must bedirected to 
from the PV cells through the glass cover. 

 Type C: Glass-Tedlar solar module with air flowing on the upper share of the module in 
the pipe of the glass. In this case, sunlight is absorbed by solar cells and EVA and then it 
is taken to Tedler and then it is transmitted to the air flowing in the glass tube above the 
module. 

 Type D: solar module with glass-glass with duct/pipe above the solar cells. In this case, 
sunlight/solar energy is engrossed by the PV cells and the black surface of the 
insulating/shielding base & the flowing wind/air. 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION  

The comparison can be done after the thermal modeling by comparing the different 
parameters of the all four cases. The variation of solar intensity with respect to the time 
during the course of the year for the weather condition is taken into consideration. 
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Figure 1. Difference of day-to-day

Figure 2.  Hourly difference of electrical performance

In this paper, four cases are talked about, 
which is ducted under deed), Case B (glass
Tedler PV module D is over the D) D (glass
will give high proficiency contrasted with Case B and Case B, which fall on the non
zone of glass-glass module. Because of radiation, the glass is moved over the spread. Though 
all radiation is consumed by the Tedler in Glasdestler and the warmth is evacuated by 
conduction with the goal that the sun oriented cell is higher in temperature An and because of 
this impact, the viability of the module will diminish. The viability of climate conditions of 
An and B and C and D type for every day normal electric case An is appeared in Fi
is acknowledged from the outline that as the sun powered force diminishes quickly in the D
type climate conditions, while temperature of PV/sun oriented cell diminishes proficiency 
increments. 
 
CONCLUSION  

In this study, performance evaluation 
Collector System has been dealt with. The 4 categories of photovoltaic modules, i.e. PV 
module glass-tedler with are duct under the tedler,
with duct under the system. Glass
glass system having duct/pipe above are 
that the maximum thermal and electrical benefits have been seen in the month of May and in 
the month of December because the difference in profit depends on solar irradiation 
clear days relate to that particular month. After the study the conclusion can be obtained;

day average electrical proficiency with various weather condition in 
type A. 

difference of electrical performance for different weather condition in type A

In this paper, four cases are talked about, for example, Case A (Glass-Tedler PV module 
which is ducted under deed), Case B (glass-glass PV portion is ducted down, Case C. (Glass
Tedler PV module D is over the D) D (glass-glass PV fragment pipe over the module.) Cases 

rasted with Case B and Case B, which fall on the non
glass module. Because of radiation, the glass is moved over the spread. Though 

all radiation is consumed by the Tedler in Glasdestler and the warmth is evacuated by 
the goal that the sun oriented cell is higher in temperature An and because of 

this impact, the viability of the module will diminish. The viability of climate conditions of 
An and B and C and D type for every day normal electric case An is appeared in Fi
is acknowledged from the outline that as the sun powered force diminishes quickly in the D
type climate conditions, while temperature of PV/sun oriented cell diminishes proficiency 

In this study, performance evaluation of the Hybrid Photovoltaic Thermal (PV / T) Air 
Collector System has been dealt with. The 4 categories of photovoltaic modules, i.e. PV 

tedler with are duct under the tedler, the Photovoltaic modules are glass
Glass-tedler module with the pipe/duct above the module, glass

system having duct/pipe above are considered for the comparison objective
that the maximum thermal and electrical benefits have been seen in the month of May and in 

f December because the difference in profit depends on solar irradiation 
clear days relate to that particular month. After the study the conclusion can be obtained;

 

weather condition in 

 

for different weather condition in type A 

Tedler PV module 
glass PV portion is ducted down, Case C. (Glass-
glass PV fragment pipe over the module.) Cases 

rasted with Case B and Case B, which fall on the non-pressing 
glass module. Because of radiation, the glass is moved over the spread. Though 

all radiation is consumed by the Tedler in Glasdestler and the warmth is evacuated by 
the goal that the sun oriented cell is higher in temperature An and because of 

this impact, the viability of the module will diminish. The viability of climate conditions of 
An and B and C and D type for every day normal electric case An is appeared in Figure 2. It 
is acknowledged from the outline that as the sun powered force diminishes quickly in the D-
type climate conditions, while temperature of PV/sun oriented cell diminishes proficiency 

of the Hybrid Photovoltaic Thermal (PV / T) Air 
Collector System has been dealt with. The 4 categories of photovoltaic modules, i.e. PV 

the Photovoltaic modules are glass-glass 
tedler module with the pipe/duct above the module, glass-

for the comparison objectived be noted 
that the maximum thermal and electrical benefits have been seen in the month of May and in 

f December because the difference in profit depends on solar irradiation & not the 
clear days relate to that particular month. After the study the conclusion can be obtained; 
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 The Glass-tedler photovoltaic module with the duct/pipe above has a higher thermal 
efficiency with respect to the others. 

 The glass-tedler photovoltaic module with duct/pipe above has a higher electrical output 
than the other modules. 

 The average of day-to-day average electrical effectiveness is maximum in case B. 
 Energy gain is optimum in case C. 
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